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Abstract. Information Retrieval (IR) is the need of todays digital world. It is important for a user to get 

appropriate document from the sets of documents. In order to do so, researchers are working in the domain of IR 

mainly on the concepts like Document Clustering and classification, Ontology of document, Thematic of 

document, Concept of document, Context of document, etc. The research work proposes necessity of Context 

Vector Machine. 
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1 Introduction  

There are various vector space models proposed by researcher like Salton et. al. [1, 2, 3]. The vector space 

model is chosen in order to improve recall and precision of the document retrieval system. In vector space 

model, the documents are the represented in the vector space and then the vectors are computed, which in turn 

can give the user useful information with improved recall and precision. After the user gets the useful 

information, it is validated by Kappa Statistics, which is given as: 

 

K = PA - P0 / 1 - P0                                                                                                        (1) 

 

Where, PA is the probability that two reviewers agree in practice, and P0 is the probability that they would agree 

solely by chance. K is always between 0 and 1, with 0 indicating no better agreement than expected by chance 

and 1 indicating perfect agreement. 

Performance is calculated based on recall, precision and accuracy using F-measure. The various formulae used 

are given below: 

 

Recall = Number of correct positive predictions / Number of positive examples                        (2) 
  

Precision = Number of correct positive predictions / Number of positive predictions     (3) 

 
F-measure = 2 * Precision - Recall /Precision + Recall                                                                          (4) 
 

For many Information Retrieval (IR) systems above formulae are used frequently. The coming sections, 

explains the necessity of context vector space models, the current state of art in vector space model and the 

necessity of context vector machine. The paper concludes with the proposed system which uses context vector 

machine. 

Graphs are very useful tools to represent documents. Sonawane et. al. in [5] have surveyed various techniques 

which are used to analyze text documents using graphs. The relation can be co-occurrence, grammatical or 

conceptual. 

2 Necessity of Context Vector Space  

Traditional approaches use concept of “word matches" for document retrieval. The results given by the system, 

developed using “word matches", consists of large number of documents which is not effective from the user 

perspective. In order to reduce the number of documents in result, more number of words are to be given in 
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query. But this increases the risk for user, since the words in query given by user might not be of interest in the 

document. Main drawback of this system is low recall rate.  

In order to improve precision and recall, vector space model is proposed. Salton et. al. in their work [1, 2, 3] , 

represented document as vector. The vector space consisted of a number of coordinates that was equal to the 

number of unique terms in the system (the vocabulary). The direction of the document vector was determined by 

counting the number of terms in the document, then applying an appropriate term weighting and normalization 

[4, 6] to these counts. This approach produces what we will refer to as a “term orthogonal" space. That is, each 

term in the vocabulary is a coordinate and all coordinates are, by definition, orthogonal. 

3 Vector Space Models 

There are various models proposed for Information Retrieval (IR) namely, 

1. Boolean Retrieval: It uses Boolean operators for IR. Fuzzy set theory is typically used in this model. 

2. Word Association: Concepts like word stemming, dictionary and relevance feedback are used in queries. 

3. Document Representation: Concepts like Term co-occurrence and Term Frequency are used.  

4. Vector Space Model: Concept like Document Indexing, Term Weighting and Similarity Coefficients are 

used. 

5. Probabilistic Retrieval: Probabilistic models are developed. 

6. Latent Semantic Indexing: IR models suffer from two well known language related problems called 

synonymy and polysemy. So while developing a model, the terms meaning i.e. semantic is taken into 

consideration. 

7. Document Classification: Unsupervised classification (clustering) and supervised classification are used. In 

unsupervised classification, hierarchical clustering shows better results than other clustering methods while 

in supervised classification, bayes classifier and subspace method outperform other methods of 

classification. 

According to Salton et. al. [7] the concept of context vector is by representing documents in terms of vector as:  

𝐷𝑖 = (𝐷𝑖1, 𝐷𝑖2, … . . 𝐷 )               (5) 

where dij represents weight of the jth term. If the index of two documents is given then, similarity coefficient 

between them can be  s(Di;Dj) which reflects the degree of similarity in the corresponding terms and term 

weights. Such similarity coefficients can be calculated using methods like cosine similarity and TF-IDF. 

 

 

Fig.1. Vector Space Model 

 

Cosine similarity for a query, q, for vectors shown in shown in Figure 1 can be given as:  

𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) =
𝑑2∗𝑞

‖𝑑2‖∗‖𝑞‖
          (6) 

 

where,  ‖𝑞‖ is norm vector given as :  

 

‖𝑞‖ = √∑ 𝑞𝑖
2𝑛

𝑖=0         (7) 

If Cosine Similarity is zero then there is no match between document d and query q. Such document and query 

is said to be orthogonal. The second method for calculating similarity coefficient is TF-IDF i.e. Term Frequency 

and Inverse Document Frequency. In this model, term-specific weight is used. The weight vector for document 

d is 𝑣𝑑 = [𝑤1,𝑑, 𝑤2,𝑑 , …𝑤𝑁,𝑑]
2
, where ,  
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𝑤𝑡,𝑑 = 𝑡𝑓𝑡,𝑑 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔
|𝐷|

{𝑑′𝜖𝐷∨𝑡𝜖𝑑′}
        (8) 

Here, 𝑡𝑓𝑡,𝑑 is  is Term Frequency of term t in document d and 𝑙𝑜𝑔
|𝐷|

{𝑑′𝜖𝐷∨𝑡𝜖𝑑′}
 is Inverse Document Frequency.  

|𝐷|  is the total number of documents in the document set while 𝑑′𝜖𝐷 ∨ 𝑡𝜖𝑑′  is the number of documents 

containing the term t. 

Vector Space Model is advantageous since it is based on simple linear algebra. 

But for long documents it has poor similarity values. It is semantic sensitive. In order to handle long documents/ 

high dimensional document sets, Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) is used. The basic LSI model extracts 

information in vector form by identifying the dependencies between terms and documents. 

This approach is based on constructing and processing a term-by-document matrix. In LSI, the resulting 

dimension of the vector model is determined via singular-value decomposition of the term-by-document matrix 

and, in general, will be signifcantly smaller than either the term or document count. 

As a consequence, the vectors that represent words cannot be orthogonal. As such, the LSI approach encodes a 

form of similarity of usage, but at a low resolution, term-by-document level. 

The key innovations behind the MatchPlus approach are motivated by the desire to exploit neural network 

learning techniques to discover similarity of usage at the word level, in a language-independent manner, without 

the need for external dictionaries, thesauri or semantic. 

4 Context Vector Machine 

Gull et. al. in their work [8] uses concept of Automatic Web Page Categorization by Link and Context Analysis. 

Haribhakta et. al. worked on context of document [9] . According to [9] , “Context is the theme of the 

document”.  Caid et. al. in their research work [10, 11, 12] came up with the concept and implementation of 

“Word Vector”. Parag Kulkarni [13] states that he has worked on various research projects and worked for 

multi-perspective and context based decision making. From this, he comes up with an invention of Context 

Vector Machine (CVM); which according to him can solve problems in document mining and image processing. 

5 Necessity of Context Vector Machine 

Sanjeev et. al. [14] in their patent invented a method of doing business with various documents namely papers, 

images and electronic documents. These can be processed and analyzed using computers. They identified a 

major problem in manual organization of documents is time consumed for collation of papers documents and 

extraction of information. This highly affects the decision making process in business. Thus there was a need of 

automation in this process. State of art in the  process of fast business decision making automation are as 

mentioned below : 

1. Some of them are completely dependent on image processing techniques. 

2. Some of them use Bayesian and/or Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithms for text classification which 

are nothing but usage of simple keyword search techniques. 

3. Some of them rely on document boundary detection methods for text and image classification techniques. 

 

Though today many documents are in the form of electronic format like pdf and Optical Character Recognition 

(OCR). The challenge is that for low image quality the systems performs very poor. If there is a large sets of e-

documents to be processed, they came across following problems : 

 The systems are limited to document boundary detection, document classification  

and text categorization.  

 They offer document collation with separation of very similar documents.  

 They also do not offer domain-sensitive scrubbing of extracted information. 

 

Techniques based on the current methods of Information Retrieval without considering context and keyword 

based classification cannot offer the consistent extraction of information from documents for automated decision 

making. If technique of similarity is used then similarity among documents may lead to misclassification when 

using pattern-based classification. For structured data if extraction is done using template-based matching 

generally failson even slight shift of images and if done with rules- based templates can return false results if 

there are significant variations of the document. The system can’t handle documents (structured and 

unstructured documents) equally, efficiently and reliably. 
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6 Proposed System   

Context Vector Machine (CVM) based System.   In preferred embodiments of the instant invention, the 

collation process is based on incremental learning and various Artificial Intelligence (AI) based techniques, 

which may include one or more of the following, such as: 

1. The Location Diagram and Feature Vector-based feature extraction and page mapping, 

2. Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Natural Language Processing (NLP), 

3. An intelligent filter technique taking advantage of header and footer based information, 

4. Collation by finding common threads within or between pages, documents, or sets of documents, 

5. Finding disagreements based on affinities, 

6. Inference-based mapping, 

7. Feature based discontinuity detection and collation, as well as human collaboration. 

 

 

Fig.2. Proposed System 

The proposed system which according to literature findings and our conclusion should be able to classifying at 

least some of the discrete document pages using the sets of text-based information, wherein multiple 

classification engines are employed and classification is based on a consensus of the classification engines. 

The proposed system will focus on Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Natural Language Processing (NLP). 

When a look is taken on the literature survey done by researches in the domain of document analysis, 

specifically in the area of defining context, context vectors, Thematic, SVM and CVM, it motivates the 

researcher to work on linking above said areas. This research work will be an attempt to do same. The proposed 

system is shown in Figure 2. The proposed system will work in following order:  

 The proposed system will take document archive as input. 

 It will then process the archives with Context Vector Machine (CVM) as well as perform Thematic 

Analysis. 

 Then it will perform processing on the processed archives to generate graph for each document. 

 It will form forest of graphs. 

 The user may take a graph/s; which is our intended output. 

The document archive can be a standard document dataset or text dataset or real documents. In proposed system 

the output given by CVM will play a crucial role. The output of CVM and Thematic analysis will be processed 

on the archives given as input and will generate forest of graphs. 

The forest of graphs can be directed or undirected; hierarchical or single level. 

Graphs can be dependent on each other or independent of each other. The user can get his output as either a 

graph or set of graphs which are related to each other. They can be undirected, directed and/or hierarchical 

graphs. The nodes will represent topic in a document while the links will represent relation between the topics. 

7 Conclusion  

Context vector machine (CVM) can be used for automatic information retrieval in e-documents. The proposed 

system focuses on design of CVM along with the thematic analysis of document. The proposed system will be 

helpful to cluster and/or classify document/s with respect to theme of a document/s which is nothing of context 

of a document/s. In the proposed system the context of document/s will be converted into context vector space 

where different formulas will be applied to get the desired output. The clustered and/or classified set of 
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document/s can be again processed and converted into graphs. The various graphical representation techniques 

can be applied. 
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